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You take careful steps 

down the near-invisible trail 

Not wanting 

to disturb anything 

Not trying 

to get 

to your destination 

Quickly, 

Only absorbing 

The wonder, 

The beauty, 

The life, 

Around you. 

It’s incredible 

what you can find 

when you aren’t even trying. 

Breathe in 

Breathe out 

Getting fresh air 

from the trees 

Even as you 

give them air 

to breathe back. 

You can smell fresh water 

on the gentle breeze. 

You smell the swampland too 

but it doesn’t bother you 

because it is mixed 

with the pleasant scent 

of wildflowers 

which you know will stay 

until your visit is over. 

You scatter seeds 

from your pocket, 

waiting for the moment 

when you see someone 

discover the offering. 

A squirrel 

A duck 

A robin 

A rabbit 

Even a deer 

The animals 

normally cautious 

and easily frightened. 

All are calm here, 

Knowing they are safe. 

You don’t try 

To notice the small details 

But your eyes catch onto 

A patch of mushrooms 

That will surely be gone 

Before your next visit. 

A cluster of daisies, 

Bobbing 

And tilting 

Their heads up 



To the sky. 

You reach your destination 

A small clearing 

filled with wildflowers 

and tall grass 

and sometimes, 

if you are very quiet, 

deer 

rabbits 

ducklings wandering through. 

You sit on the stump 

Of a tree 

That must have lived 

hundreds of years. 

You cross your legs on the stump, 

Not bothered 

By the moistness, 

Not bothered 

By the chill in the air. 

The sun will warm you 

soon enough. 

You close your eyes 

on the stump 

and listen. 

To the river 

Flowing smoothly all around you 

Twisting 

And turning. 

To the trees 

And the squirrels in them, 

Rustling and chirping. 

You listen 

Until you can feel 

The trees creaking 

In your own muscles 

Until you understand 

The songs of the birds 

Until you know 

The path of the river 

The locations 

Of the deer watching you 

By listening 

And feeling 

And not thinking 

About these things 

Not trying 

to do these things 

only knowing 

only listening 

Until 

You have 

Become one 

With the forest. 


